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MESSAGE FROM THE EAST 
  
Brethren,  
 
 Summer is flying by quickly.  As 
usual. September is a big month for Widow’s 
Sons’ #60. Our September Stated on 9/20 
will have a catered meal before Lodge. Cost 
is $10. Reservations are needed of course to 
get a count. Let me know if you want to join 
us for dinner. September is the last month for 
casual dress, too. 
 
 Our program for our September Stat-
ed is on our Founding Fathers presented by 
RW Bill Hughes. Mr. Hughes always pre-
sents an excellent interesting program. You 
won’t want to miss it!! 
 
 On Friday, September 17th, the Grand Master Douglas Vernon Jones will make his 
official visit to our Masonic District at Louisa Methodist Church. Reservations are needed. 
Contact RW Jason Pattison. Call or text him at 434-989-4109 or email Jason at jas-
patt82@yahoo.com. 
 
 Our Ladies Night is Wednesday, September 29th, at Michie Tavern. Cost is $40 per 
person and the dress code is business casual. Reservations of course are needed. Contact 
me or our Lodge Secretary Wor. Mark Chapman. The information about this event is in-
cluded in this issue of Hiram’s Journal. We will also recognize our Community Builder 
award recipient this night. 
 
 On August 14th we had a great Lodge picnic at Ole Creasy Farm. Thanks to Ed and 
Virginia Creasy for hosting our picnic and thank you to Brother Rob Harrison for furnish-
ing the excellent hamburgers and hot dogs. The weather was perfect and we had a fine 
crowd. We had a really good time!! 
 
 Finally brethren, stay in touch with our brothers and widows with health challenges.  
Let’s keep them in our prayers. If I can help or assist you in any way call or text me 434-
960-6776 or email me at hlw@comcast.net. I look forward to seeing you in Lodge!! 
 
       Fraternally Yours, 

       Harry Walker 

       2021 Worshipful Master 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http://wsl.avenue.org/&sa=U&ei=oE5eTqatDMPAgQfDrNTtAQ&ved=0CBAQFjAA&sig2=brCW9qD6tPOlteAtjATo5Q&usg=AFQjCNGC2MlZ56vcB22xBgoVNi5w2jSB7g
http://www.facebook.com/groups/219163418696/
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 Masonic Birthdays! 

Call a Brother and wish him a 
Happy Masonic Birthday. 

 

Name:           Master Mason Degree: 

Stephen G.  Brown           09/25/1995  
Ancel B. Davis, Jr.         09/20/1986 
James F.  Dickerson         09/01/1995 
Craig M.  Downing          09/01/1995 
William K.  Fields          09/20/1986 
Lowell T. Hill, Jr.         09/02/2008 
John E.  Hopkinson          09/02/1982 
Carlos E. B. McReddie    09/05/1984 
Philip H. Nelson, Jr.       09/27/1999 
Jason A. Pattison           09/16/2010 
William H. Reichert         09/28/2017 
Richard A. Rohm, Jr.        09/18/2002 
Michael Sheffield           09/12/1975 
David T. Simpson            09/16/2004 
Charles M. Ward            09/20/1986 

       UPCOMING EVENTS 

Widow’s Sons’ Lodge No. 60 Events: 
 
Sept 20th, 7:00 PM— WSL60 Stated Meeting 
MEAL at 6:00 PM, Cost is $10 
Please contact WM to RSVP for head count. 
 
Sept 23rd, 6:00 PM—Officers Meeting via Zoom 
 
Sept 10th, 2:00 PM—Masonic Rites for Bro. Hollis Proffett 
at Monticello Memorial Gardens 
 
Sept 17th—Official Visit of the Grand Master of Virginia to 
         District 10 at Louisa Methodist Church, 100 E. 
         Main Street, Louisa, VA. Tickets = $25 
         (See Details on Page 7) 
 
Sept 29th—WSL60 Ladies Night at Michie Tavern, 6 PM. 
                    Cost is $40 per person. Dress Code is business 
         casual. RSVP by Sept 20th. (Details below) 
 
Oct 9th—Masonic Family Day at Masonic Home of Virginia, 
Richmond, VA (Details below) 

MAHOVA MASONIC FAMILY DAY 
 

Brothers, the annual Masonic Family Day will be on Saturday, October 9th, at the Ma-
sonic Home of Virginia (address below). All Masons are encouraged to attend with their 

family and friends. There will be activities planned for children and grandchildren. 
 

 Schedule 
   8:00 AM—Coffee and doughnuts by Grand Lodge 
   8:30 AM—Corn Hole Tournament by Callahan Building 
   9:15 AM—Grand Lodge Building Tours 
 10:00 AM—Youth Group Activities 
 10:30 AM—Paratroopers Drop 
 11:00 AM—Parade 
 12:00 Noon—BBQ Lunch prepared by Amelia Lodge No. 101 

Address: 
Masonic Home of Virginia 
500 Masonic Lane 
Henrico, Virginia 23231 

WSL60 Ladies Night 
Location: Michie Tavern, 683 Thomas Jefferson 

Pkwy, Charlottesville, VA  

Date/Time: Wednesday, Sept. 29th, 6:00 PM 

Cost: $40 per person 

Attire: Business Casual 

RSVP is Required, Contact Secretary: widowssons60@gmail.com 
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Secrecy in Symbolism 
           By: James M. Desmond 
 
 The ideas presented in this paper are in response to a question that arises in the mind of nearly every newly-made 
Mason. Perhaps a month or two from the time he is raised, a helpful Brother presents the surprising news that all our se-
crets have been exposed. It may come up during an instruction session, or the new Brother may be already trying to find 
out how much of our work is secret, and how much he can tell to his wife. Or it may be in the talk over coffee after the 
lodge is closed. In any event the Brother learns that the ritual work, the signs and words, and everything else, can be 
found written down in a book, an expose', and he probably learns who has such a book! 
 
 However it comes about, the new Brother begins to wonder why he was made to understand that Masons took 
secrecy so seriously, and if he has been somewhat gullible for adopting a similar attitude. He wonders about it then re-
members the penalties. How is he to resolve this inconsistent situation? On the other hand, he is sworn to secrecy, the 
lodge is tyled to prevent unauthorized intrusion and visitors are examined to see if they are Masons and deserving to be 
admitted. On the other hand, he finds that there remains no real secrecy, yet no one seems greatly concerned. If he asks, 
they kind of shrug, and change the subject. If Masons feel this way about secrecy, do they likewise take the other teach-
ings lightly and of no great importance? Do Masons go through elaborate ritualistic means to present great ideas of mo-
rality, and brotherly love, and then have no more concern for these principles than they apparently have for the practice 
of secrecy? 
 
 Of course, there is no doubt that Masons take their teachings, and secrecy, seriously. It is not the purpose of this 
discussion to consider such questions. Neither will we discuss the usual traditional basis for secrecy, they do not provide 
a satisfactory answer in the sense sought here. 
 
 The approach taken here will be much narrower in scope, perhaps even a technical approach. We will try to un-
derstand how the continued practice of secrecy can be necessary not only because of its inherent position among the 
landmarks as an essential ingredient of our philosophy, but because it has a practical purpose, that of insuring the success 
of our methods of teaching. To see how the method used by Masonry for so long, depends on secrecy for effectiveness. 
To show that secrecy is valuable, not because it keeps those outside the temple from finding what goes on within, but be-
cause it makes the lessons within more effective for those being taught. We can even go so far as to say that the enduring 
success of the order for generations depends as much on this effective method of presenting the teachings as it does on 
their content. 
 
 We will show that the Masonic method is consistent with rules for learning, rules which require active involve-
ment on the part of the one being instructed. Furthermore, the practice of secrecy enforces teaching according to this 
principle of active involvement. 
 
 Let us examine in turn, then, the traditional practices used in Masonry, the role of secrecy, and possibility of fur-
ther improvement in approaches to our goals which make use of findings from the science of learning. 
 
       1. Learning Principles 
 
 One principle of learning is that an idea is learned better when we become more deeply involved with it. If there 
is a skill to be learned, such as riding a bike or driving a car, then muscular activity plays a part, and calls into use addi-
tional avenues of perception. Such muscular skills are extremely well learned and retained for a long time, even after 
long periods of disuse. If the thing to be learned is an idea or a thought, we learn and remember it better by going over it 
in our minds, examining it, trying it out in different situations. We get deeply involved, and the learning takes place at a 
deep level in our minds. On the other hand, ideas that we receive only passively in the conscious thinking levels of our 
minds, make little lasting impression. 
 
 Concepts thus deeply learned are embedded in our minds and become a part of our Self. They play a most im-
portant part in controlling our future thoughts, actions, and responses to various situations. This process of deep learning 
has been going on in each of us since infancy, consciously or unconsciously. It can be a powerful force, shaping the char-
acters of men according to highest standards, inculcating the virtues of brotherly love, relief and truth. 
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Secrecy in Symbolism ~Continued 

 

 It continues throughout our lifetime, forming our personality, shaping 
our character. Masonry, to reach its goal of character development, tries to im-
press in our minds tremendous lessons. In its methods, Masonry takes its candi-
dates by the hand and literally leads them in involved participation into the 
beautiful ceremonies and lectures. Masonic instruction in this manner clearly 
impresses the lessons on its candidates, not by passive exposure, but by active 
experience. Masonry has known and used this simple principle for hundreds of 
years. Our instruction is imparted by the ritual only. Candidates have to partici-
pate, get involved, in the experience they undergo. 
 
 Merely reading matter that we want to learn is not as effective. The in-
formation is held in the conscious training levels of the mind. It may not reach 
the deeper levels where it becomes a part of our self. If the lessons could be so 

easily learned, the ritual would not be necessary. But they cannot. Masonic teaching requires the active participation of the 
candidate. With this understanding of the method of learning which has long been used in Masonry, it will be easy to see 
its relation to secrecy, or rather the role played by secrecy in the Masonic method. 
 
      II. Secrecy 
 
 Besides being essential to the form of Masonry we know, and in spite of the fact that 
the secrets can be obtained in a clandestine manner outside the lodge, the importance of se-
crecy lies in the part it plays in protecting the prospective candidate from learning, or being 
exposed to, the teachings without actively entering into them through the degree work. He 
must experience them. 
 
 As far as the candidate is concerned, this simple idea provides a satisfactory answer to 
the question raised at the opening of this discussion. While our first thought might be that se-
crecy prevents the outsider from learning secrets that give us some supposed advantage, we 
can now see that its most important effect is to insure that the teachings are learned by real 
experience under control of the ritual. We have no secrets. We would proclaim our teachings 
from the rooftops as loudly as we can for all to hear, if they could be learned in that manner. 
They are neither secret nor unique to Masonry. The Masonic method uses secrecy to insure 
that the initiate receives the message with all the advantages of active experiences. 
 
 This is a very important idea. It is of central importance in the persistence of Masonry throughout the ages. Mason-
ry continues to exist not because it has esoteric power, but because it uses secrecy to strengthen the sound teaching princi-
ples which it uses. Secrecy is used to keep the candidates from learning the lessons in any other than the most effective 
manner. Masonry takes the eternal truths and through its method of instruction by active participation deeply embeds them 
in the minds and hearts of men. 
 
 We are led to a concept of symbolic secrecy-the act or practice of secrecy is itself a symbol. It symbolizes the Ma-
sonic method of instruction that requires active experiencing by the candidate of the lessons in the work. This concept of 
secrecy as a symbol can have a dynamic effect in the lives of those who choose to become Masons and strive to perfect 
their skills in our art. It gives rise to a power that molds character and inculcates the higher principles of moral conduct. 
This is what Masonry is all about, and it can only be achieved in this manner of teaching. That is, of acquiring, at a deep 
inner level, the knowledge and beliefs which control and shape our lives in the most desirable way. 
 
 The profane are excluded not by being unable to obtain secret knowledge about Masonry, but by being unable to 
profit by the unique effective means of instruction employed in the ritual. The great truths of our art are learned not by 
reading them or passively hearing them, but by deep active experience which puts the ideas into the innermost parts of our 
minds and bodies, where they become active, powerful forces controlling our behavior and shaping our lives in accord 
with the highest principles of moral character and personal development. 
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      III. New Approaches to Old Goals 
 
 Some psychologists have come to believe, as a result of controlled experiments, that improvement can be gained 
not only by real practice, but also by practice in the imagination. That is, once we have experienced a new idea or skill, 
practice in the imagination is as effective as actual practice. Thus basketball players or golfers can improve their scores by 
regular practice, not on the court or fairway, but in their minds, by imagining that they are actually playing. In a controlled 
experiment, psychologist R.A. Vandell proved that mental practice in throwing darts at a target, wherein the person sits for 
a period each day in front of the target, and imagines throwing darts at it, improves aim as much as actually throwing 
darts. Another report concerns an experiment on the effects of mental practice on improving skill in sinking basketball free 
throws. One group, which practiced every day in their imagination, improved in scoring as much as another group which 
actually practiced. 
 
 The deep inner mind, which we call the subconscious, receives its impressions of the outer world from the con-
scious thinking part of our brains. Since accurately imagined experiences produce the same sort of impressions as real 
ones, and since they follow the same channels to the subconscious mind, real experiences and imagined experiences can-
not be easily distinguished by the inner mind. In this manner the imagined practice produced the same beneficial results as 
actual practice. You may wonder what all this has to do with secrecy or with Masonry. Well, if we find that secrecy sup-
ports Masonry's use of a well-known principle of learning, why can't we take advantage of a newer idea from the science 
of learning? Why cannot a Mason, who has been properly inducted into our order, gain more, whenever he is present at the 
exemplification of one of the degrees, by taking an active part by way of the imagination more than he could by sitting 
passively on the sidelines. 
 
 Why can't we, while the officers are enlightening and instructing the candidates, accompany him in our imagina-
tion? We can imagine in great detail, that we are again going through the steps with the candidate. We can thus strengthen 
the association between the ritual and ideas it expresses so that the symbolic acts become deeply embedded in our minds. 
This provides a better foundation on which to build an improved concept of what our life can and should be. In these pro-
cedures, it is important to have clearly defined goals to guide the formation of impressions transmitted to our subconscious 
minds. The goals are found in Masonry: the development of moral character, inculcation of the Masonic virtues-charity, 
relief, brotherhood. 
 
       SUMMARY 
 
 First, the method of instruction used in Masonry is based on the principle, which is now well-known, that active 
experience and deep involvement improve the process of education. 
 
 Second, in addition to its traditional basis, Masonic secrecy is essential to the Masonic method of instruction, the 
means of insuring that our candidates receive their instruction in the prescribed active manner. It matters not that the work 
is exposed, since the profane lack the "secret" of active involvement. We started out looking for a symbolic meaning in the 
continued practice of secrecy in Masonry. Instead, we have come to realize that secrecy is not for the purpose of excluding 
the profane, but for the benefit of our initiates, since it is, in effect, employed to insure the success of our method. If we 
want to consider secrecy to be a symbol, it is a symbol of a method of learning by active participation. 
 
 Third, in a recent extension of the principle of learning by experience, it appears that practice or rehearsal carried 
out in the imagination is nearly as effective as actual practice. That we can apply this extension by not sitting passively on 
the sidelines, but by taking part in our imagination while we are witnessing the work. 
 
 Finally, and most important, those methods of learning are more effective when they are directed toward a goal. 
Masonry provides the clearly defined goal. It is the improvement of moral character, and the inculcation of brotherly love 
and the Masonic virtues that all men may be brothers united in their labors, to the eternal honor of the name of the Great 
Architect of the Universe.  
 
Reprinted from The Ashlar Company - Masonic Shop Short Masonic Articles website: 
https://masonicshop.com/masonic-articles/ 
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JULY STATED PRESENTATIONS 

Elected Officers for 2021 
 

 Worshipful Master: Wor. Harry Lee Walker, Jr.     Senior Deacon: Bro. William Heron Reichert 
 Senior Warden: R.W. Jason Andrew Pattison     Junior Deacon:  RW Andrew Donald Keller 
 Junior Warden: Wor. Christopher Nicholas Bragg     Chaplain: RW Philip Harding Nelson, Jr. 
 Treasurer: RW Mike Daniel Griffin       Marshall: Bro. James Thomas O’Kelley, Jr. 
 Secretary: Wor. Mark Stephen Chapman      Tyler: Bro. John Coulter Maddox 

The Worshipful Master pro-tem, 
RW Jason Pattison, called the fol-
lowing Brethren to the East to 
celebrate their Masonic Birth-
days: (Left to Right) 
RW Pattison, MW Jeff Hodges, 
Bro Steve Fetcho, Bro. Kent 
Schlussel and Bro. Pat Kelly. 

The Worshipful Master pro-tem, 
RW Jason Pattison (left), appointed 
a committee to present visiting Past 
Grand Masters MW Kerry Camp-
bell (2013, middle) and MW Jef-
fery E. Hodges (2009, right). The 
lodge saluted them in the ancient 
manner. 

The August Program was a presen-
tation on the Order of Demolay, 
conducted by Mr. Jackson Butler. 
Left to Right; 
RW Pattison, MW Kerry Campbell 
(Counselor), Mr. Andrew Fox 
(Demolay), Mr. Jackson Butler 
(Demolay), Bro. Heath Robinson 
(Demolay State Master Councilor 
of Virginia) , and MW Wayne Flo-
ra. 

WSL60 2021 FAMILY PICNIC 
2021 GOLF FUNDRAISER  

FOR MAHOVA 
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O. B. Omonhundro  Masonic Ritual School 
Brothers, the O.B. Omonhundro Masonic Ritual School is a great time and place 

to learn masonic ritual to be better prepared for degree work, lodge visitations 
and events. 

Location: Waddell Lodge #228, 106 Holladay Avenue, Gordonsville, VA 

Date: October 23rd, 2021 

Please contact DIW William Bond or Gregory Hosaflook for more information. 

Grand Master Official Visit— 

District 7 and 10 
 
 

Brothers, the Grand Master of Masons in Virginia, Most Worshipful Douglas 
Vernon Jones, will be making his Official Visit to Districts 7 and 10 on Friday, 

September 17th. 
 

 
A BBQ dinner will be served with a choice of sides 

and desserts. Tickets will be $25. 
Social Hour: 5:30—6:30 

Dinner: 6:30 
7:00—National Sojourners present Flag and pro-

grams to follow. 
Location 

Louisa Methodist Church, 100 E. Main Street, 
Louisa, VA 23093 

 
Please RSVP to RW Jason Pattison by September 1st. 

jaspatt82@yahoo.com or (434) 989-4109 

LODGE OF SORROW—Brother Harvey Hague 
 Brother Harvey passed to the celestial lodge above on August 25th, 2021, following a 
long illness. Our condolences go out to Harvey’s son, Jordan, and to his other family members. 
Harvey was raised a Master Mason on June 30th, 2008, at Widow’s Sons’ Lodge #60, in Char-
lottesville, VA. Harvey proudly served in the United States Marine Corps earlier in his life. He 
was a dedicated Shriner, member of the Thomas Jefferson Chapter SAR and a good friend to 
many of us. He will be missed. In accordance with Brother Harvey’s wishes, there will not be a 
funeral service. 
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Widow’s Sons’ Lodge No. 60 
A.F.&A.M. 

P. O. Box 6262 
Charlottesville, VA 22906 

Return Service Requested 

1799—2021 
The 222nd Year of Service to the  

Charlottesville Community and beyond. 
“Freemasonry, a way of life” 

Hiram’s Journal 

Dated material 

Please Process 

CASUAL WEAR and MEALS!!!! 
 

Brothers, the Worshipful 

Master has ordered that the 

Stated meeting for the 

month of SEPTEMBER will 

be casual wear. Bring out 

your Polos!!! See RW Andy 

Keller to purchase a WSL60 

polo shirt. 

 


